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CONFLICT MINERALS AND EXTENDED MINERALS (COBALT,
MICA) DECLARATION

As a manufacturer of assembled electronic devices, TREMOL ES EM DI LTD. is aware of our
obligations with regards to national and international laws and regulations regarding Conflict
Minerals. 

TREMOL ES EM DI LTD. does not directly source or process conflict minerals such as tin,
tantalum, tungsten, gold and their derivatives or mica, cobalt, its salts and related substances.
Conflict  minerals  mentioned  above  are  contained  in  our  products  in  the  form  of  solder
materials,  as  contents  in  metal  alloys,  electronic  components,  batteries,  and PCB surface
finishes. 
Mica  is  an  important  raw material  of  effect  pigments,  which  are  used  in  automotive  and
industrial coatings and plastics, as well as in the cosmetics and food industries. Mica minerals
appears a part of the PCBA / PCB and plastic parts of the products that TREMOL ES EM DI
LTD. provides to its customers.

We are committed to ensuring the health,  safety and protection of people, who come into
contact with our products and business, and we require high social, environmental and human
rights standards among our suppliers. Managing our obligations in relation to Conflict Minerals
is a part of our corporate responsibility. 

Therefore, as part of our reasonable due diligence, TREMOL ES EM DI LTD. has contacted
component  suppliers  within  our  supply  chain  to  verify  their  continued  compliance  with
applicable regulations. The Conflict Minerals Reporting Template (CMRT) is created by the
Responsible Minerals Initiative (RMI) supporting companies to deliver accurate information to
their customers about mineral country of origin and the smelters and refiners they use. After a
change in the Conflict Minerals regulations of the legislation, TREMOL ES EM DI LTD requires
from its suppliers and accordingly provides to its customers the latest version of the CMRT
template.
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